MINT NOTES	Ixvll
JODHPUE
Lat. 26° 19'       Long. 73° 8'
G.	S.	C.
Ahmad Shah         —	1	—
Shah 'Alain II      —	1	—
Jodhpur city was founded by Eao Jodha, chief of the Bathers of Marwar, in a.d. 1459. The State of Jodhpur was successfully invaded Tby the emperors Akbar and Aurangzeb, but on Aurangzeb's death it recovered its independence.
Jodhpur first appears as a Mughal mint on rupees struck in the name of Ahmad Shah, and is associated with an epithet Daru-l-
niansur, ' abode of victory '.    Silver coins of 'Alamglr II and Shah 'Alain II are also known.    The former are of a couplet type.
JAUNPUE
Lat. 25° 44'        Long. 82° 44'
G.	S.	0.
Babur                —	4	—
. Hranayun          —	—	4
Akbar                 3	13	1
Jaunpiir was founded by Firoz Tughlaq, Sultan of Dehli, and was the seat of the Sharqi dynasty, which became independent of Dehll in a.h. 796. The last king was dethroned by Bahlol Lodi in a.h. 881, and the conqueror struck copper coins at Jaunpur. A few dirhams of Babur are known, while copper coins of Humayun are fairly common. These are of the usual anonymous type. Muhammad *Adil Sur struck in copper at Jaunpur—see I. M. Cat,, Vol. II. The earliest coin of Akbar is a rupee dated a.h. 966, which is followed by a series of fine broad coins with good margins. Jaunpur is generally called -Jchila/aty and the emperor is distinguished by the epithets U cdefender of the world and of the Faith9, and ^Jd\y,\ 1 father of victory'. In 986 appeared a square issue of the normal type. The gold coins commence from 972 and are also broad pieces of good execution. A square gold coin is known. The copper i&siies of Akbar cover the same period. There is an unusual type, one side of which merely exhibits a geometrical pattern—J. M. Cat«9 No. 451— known also in the full size. Another rare type was published in N.S. XIII, §80.

